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A CRITICAL STUDY OF HONORE DE BALZAC

Analysis

Balzac an accurate observer of human nature. — The novel

before Balzac, historical and personal. — A brief survey of

the author's life. — His characters chosen from the everyday

walks of life, especially from the lower edges of society with

which he was most familiar. — The drawing-room type a thing

of the past. — The unification of the majority of Balzac's

novels into "La Comedie Humaine". — The predominating factor

in his works, his ideal, force or will . — Balzac's descrip-

tions not poetical, but explanatory of the causes which bring

about certain results and help shape human creatures and places

in the course of time. — His aim the presentation of life,

not of beauty; his a faithful imitation of life.— Vices and

monstrosities of characters made very prominent; such depiction

of physical weaknesses an element hitherto unrecognized as hav-

ing a place in art. — Only a few virtuous women depicted. —

Balzac lacking in imagination and inspiration. — Consideration

of a few characteristic novels: n Le Peau de Chagrin", dramatic,

presented with dexterity and vividness; contains exaggerations

but much truth; "Eugenie Grandet", a masterpiece: "Pere Goriot",

a careful presentation of moral qualities: "Les Chouans, " his-

torically significant. — Extraordinary impartiality in his

treatment of characters. — Balzac's conception of the pur-

pose of the novel, - a true representation of contemporary life,

good, bad, and indifferent. — His philosophy; he fashions his
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men of genius out of criminals. — Their reflections worthy of

meditation, theirs a philosophy of disgust. — Compared with

Shakespeare, Balzac has less enthusiasm, less fire, less natural

genius, but he presents the same things on as large a plane. —
Victor Hugo's "Les Mise'rables" practically a re'sume of "La

Come'die Humaine", containing the same substance, but loftier,

more sublime in style. — Influence on Dumas fils, Emile Augier,

Alphonse Daudet, and others, very marked. — Greater novelists

than Balzac have lived, but he is unique in the quality of in-

tense realization of actors and scenery. — The world will never

cease tc owe him a debt of gratitude and to rank him among her

greatest novelists.
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A CRITICAL STUDY OF HOWORE DE BALZAC

No other author has sounded more deeply than Honor e de

Balzac the mysterious depths of the human heart; no one has

better penetrated into the labyrinth of the reasons which

determine our actions. Balzac is an accurate observer of

human nature. He shows that, because we are ourselves ordin-

ary men and women, it is really human interest, and not sensa-

tional circumstance, which appeals to us, and that material for

enthralling drama can be found in the life of the most common-

place person.

To appreciate an author 1 s outlook, efforts, and influence,

a general knowledge of the literary conditions of his time is

necessary. We agree that "good style is the art of making

one 1 3 self listened to and understood"; naturally this art

varies with the auditory; the very thing that displeases one,

pleases another; what is obscure and tiresome for one is clear

and full of charm for another. The pretension to judge all

styles by a single standard is as preposterous as the proposi-

tion to shape all minds- on a single mold and to reconstruct all

ages after a single plan. It is necessary, therefore, to con

siaer the auditory of Balzac, and the novel as it was before

his appearance in the literary, world.

The existing kinds of novel were two: the personal and the

historical. In the personal novel, the author was the hero;

he found in himself the material for observation. Each writer
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works were thus more or less different from another's, owing

to the various individualities. In the historical novel,

both the most elevating and the most debasing elements were

present; nothing was spurned or considered useless, because

it formed part of the sensation of life. Such details are

prevalent in Walter Scott 1 a works.

Balzac's characters are not those of the drawing-room

where reign elegance and refinement; in fact, the drawing-room

of ola did not exist in his time. In its place stood, per-

haps, clubs, political or social, where talk of dress, music,

business, politics, and literature replaced the former gallantry.

The people wished to be distracted and moved; they seemed to

need novelty, singularity , and surprising situations. And so

Balzac's strangeness of expression, his obscurity, and his exag-

geration are justified, for his habit 3 of style respond to the

habits of life. He throws all classes and conditions of men

together. At first the reader is shocked; then he becomes

used to it; finally he sympathizes with and enjoys it,

A brief survey of Balzac's life will render more complete

the foundation for a critical study of him as the "romanoier"

of his time. He was born at Tours, May 30, 1799. There he

spent many years of apprenticeship, having been, at an early

age, thrust upon hi3 own resources. Traits of people with whom

he lived and worked while young appeared later in the characters

of his novels. He grew to be a man of great self-confidence.

Often and seriously in debt, because his works failed to bring
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in the expected amount, he relied always and only upon him-

self to get on his feet again. His various experiences,

practical and effective, taught him to express life as he and

those around him lived it, not as some people would have likea

to represent it.

He describes the tradesmen and provincials seriously; he

is interested in them; they are his favorites. Each one has

his distinct personality; his instincts, his needs, and his

thirst for gain, in which Balzac takes part and in which he

enlists the reader's sympathy. It was his social environment

which prompted him to look in the lower ranks of society for

his material. He seems to have searched in every secret re-

cess for strange and unhealthy creatures who live outside the

pale of law and nature; — he has so successfully penetrated

into their inner being, he has so wonderfully balanced and ad-

justed their springs of action, he has described them so nat-

urally and made their actions seem so logical, that while detest-

ing them ;r;e cannot help admiring them.

In his early manhood, along with his daily work, his obser-

vations, ana. his ponderings, were countless hours of study.

Four tragic authors made deep impressions upon him; of these he

says: "Crebillon me r assure; Voltaire m'eponvante; Corneille

me transport e; Racine me fait quitter la plume. " Like many

a Roman writer, he had a mistress for whom and to please whom

he wrote — Madame Hanska. But his experiences in love

did not turn him from his work. They strengthened and inspired





him in it, and his life was never separated from his art, nor

his art distinguished from his life.

What makes Balzac a philosopher and lifts him to the level

of the greatest artists is the unification of the majority of

his works into a single whole, namely , "La Com^die Humaine."

This group of novels seems to have a certain bond of unity;

a common origin, a first thought, which each one expresses in

its aspects, in its integrity. As each individual exists only

as a function of society through it, in it, for it, so each of

his novels has weight only as properly connected and considered

with "La Com^die Humaine". This is, as its nane signifies,

the comedy that humanity plays, in which we are each actor and

audience. Briefly summarized, "La Comedie Humaine" i3 com-

posed as follows; studies of customs and manners, containing scenes

of private, provincial, Parisian, political, and military life;

philosophical and analytical studies. This unfinished work

should not be too harshly criticized; neither should each sepa-

rate part be judged or appreciated independently, as if detracted

from the whole of which it is a member. We cannot compare one

novel of Balzac with one of another author. It can be compared

fairly only with life itself.

We can see Balzac himself in many of his works, but it was

not his intention that we should. His novels are not confes-

sions of his life. He does not wish to be recognized in any of

the situations he depicts. The most apparent characteristic of

his work is objectivity. He does not choose his subjects; they
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force themselves upon him, so to speak. Each of his separate

works was to him only a 3raall part of his whole plan. One book

might seem to contain exaggerations in itself, "but considered

only one part in many of a whole, this exaggeration is lessened,

and its relative position is perfectly feasible.

Balzac's predominating factor as a writer was will . It is

the perseverance in the idea, the unity in the conception that

characterise the man and the writer. Weaken the will of Balzac,

and Balzac does not exist. He wished to govern men and pene-

trate nature, to oppress the physical and moral universe, to

rule by power, science, or money, — this his personal dream.

Each character is really Balzac himself, for his will dominates

all his works. His characters go to the end of their ambition,

devouring others as well as themselves in their pursuit of goE.

or of pleasure. He governs, reforms, and judges an imaginary

people. He penetrated the very soul of things and then paintea

what he saw. He tried to satisfy the aspirations of a 'Will

which spread in all the directions of human activity. In fact.

Balzac has put the best part of himself into his work. He was

one of the first writers to introduce his personages in a setting

real and exactly observed, to treat them as if they were in face

living beings, trying to determine them in their habits of life,

their opinions, and their social positions. The thinker, the

artist, and the speculator were united in him. Money or pleas-

ure, the conquest of fortune and of power, these are the themes

of Balzac's fictions; — fictions which are personal aspirations,
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baffled in life, but triumphant in his dreams in action.

Balzac's ideal, then, is force or will. Having freed

it from its fetters, he has painted it in its completeness,

released from the bonds of reason, which prevent it from in-

juring itself; and indifferent to the laws of justice which

prevent it from injuring others, he has magnified it, master-

ed it, and crowned it as hero in the realm of villainy.

Questions of money and marriage which disturbed society,

in its lower elements especially, dominate "La Corneal e Humaine"

from one end to the other.

Balzac is not poetical. His descriptions are not paint-

ings and his compilations reveal so little as to be merely

catalogues. His minute explanations leave us practically in

darkness. And yet this interminable enumeration enables the

reader to recognize the character in every action and in every

detail. He resembles nature thoroughly; for nature's details

are infinite and the inner man leaves his imprint on his external

life, his gestures, his language.

Description to Balzac meant something more than mere roman-

tic description; it should explain the causes which brought about

certain results, and which helped in shaping human creatures ana

places in the course of time. His aim was the presentation of

life, not of beauty. What he sought was truth, everyday truth,

which was considered by many novelists vulgar. His was a faith-

ful imitation of life. He made descriptions of places, people,

and buildings very important items. The cities, Paris, the
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fa9ad.es of the houses, the furniture, the colors, all the

forms and all the aspects of the beings are expressed not

with the indifference of a view, stopping on the surface, but

with the divining observation. The reader likes to see the

characters in their peculiar or familiar surroundings and at-

mosphere. Writers before Balzac did little of this work,

but since his innovation, this expression of the whole setting

has become one of the characteristics of the novel.

We have seen that most of Balzac's characters are drawn

from the lower edges of society. He describes them as they

are, that is to say, very ugly things, and he paints them with

crude colors, with little extenuation and embellishment; if

he does embellish, it is in a strange fashion. In him the

ideal is lacking. As he loves natural forces, he introduces

into his pictures the deformities, monstrosities, and maladies

which they produce. He has little of the vivid and alert

imagination which gilds and manipulates the slender threads of

human destiny. He lacks true nobility; delicate things escape

him, but he achieves a triumph in painting baseness. He follows

with an inward satisfaction the bickerings of a household, or

the intrigues of finance.

He dwarfs his hero; he picks out all the notable blemishes,

which are found in the virtuous man as in others, and enumerates

all his misfortunes. It is only occasionally that he describes

the sources of virtue, or the grandeur of ideas that sustained

some characters, or the delicacy of the soul which guided others.
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He explains their vices. We realize their power and are

interested in seeing them in action. We are fascinated "by

this logic and half our disgust disappears. Such depiction

of physical weaknesses as were introduced in his works was an

element hitherto scarcely recognized a3 having a place in

art of any kind. Yet the representation of life as it is, is

necessarily a study of manners, of society, and has a certain

ana not small value. The monstrosities of life are not -pleas-

ing, yet a sincere, sympathetic depiction of them calls for ad-

miration. Our sympathy and attention are enlisted,

Balzac's men of genius are like Balzac himself. They have

a kind of curdled violent enthusiasm which surges from them;

all the ideas of Paris are in their hands. "Their language

resembles a Paris garbage barrel, in which is found, pell-mell,

the debris of extreme wealth and extreme poverty, shreds of lace

mingled with cabbage stalks." Many characters have been bruised

and hardened by experience, and therefore conceive life as ugly

and sordid. Balzac makes them philosophers; they discourse on

their century, on life, on history, bitterly and brutally. This

is a new kind of diversion, peculiar to Paris, to Balzac, and to

the nineteenth century, — the philosophy of disgust.

Balzac has painted with truth a few virtuous and tender

young girls,— Pauline, Eugenie Grandet, for instance, But

in most cases, the delicate imagination, the nervous finesse,

and the reserve, innate and acquired, found in the nature of

women, generally escape his observation. Modesty and good
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taste are lacking in most of them; they are poor, grotesque,

pretentious, stingy, silly characters, deformed by provincial

life, household cares, or gossip.

Marriage is one of his much-used themes. He depicts hus-

band and wife, each having separate aims, both deceived in

their hopes, using their wits to nag at each other in secret

and to show affection for each other in public. Balzac's

pedantry, his pretentious style, and his half-concealed sen-

suality are suited to the courtesans who exploit and enjoy

the world.

Some characters are endowed with an irresistible activity;

others, victims, offer, by contrast, an extreme passiveness.

I'his is the difference between Balzac's people and real ones.

In society, characters are complex, men struggle with them-

selves, divided between good and evil, contradictory and chang-

ing. In Balzac's books, the personages never experience hesi-

tation; they seldom enter into combat with their own thought.

Balzac has none of the sudden and happy inspiration, the

rich and facile devination of the true and beautiful. His

characters do not all live; sometimes in those that are most

alive, a false action or phrase indicates that inspiration has

waned. "You have seen at times an ugly caterpillar with nume-

rous claws and teeth, lying asleep and undergoing transforma-

tion in the thick cocoon which envelops it; it issues forth

painfully, a heavy butterfly, wieghed by the debris of its

crysalis, tho' borne into the upper air on its magnificent

and enormous wings . Such is Balzac, sustained and dulled
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by the gross vigor of his temperament, and the accumulated

stores of his knowledge, and whose genius only unfetters it-

self by dint of patience after a thousand reverses, with visi-

ble imperfections, by the multiplied triumphs of his will."

"Le Peau de Chagrin" is an interesting allegory, the play

of the supernatural over the events of the tale. It is rather

difficult to express in a sentence the lesson of this parable,

but it makes, of course, for the subordination of the rebel-

lious instinct, for the submission of the individual fancy to

the forces which govern the world. Human nature, in the per-

son of Raphael, takes exception to the decree, and asks whether

the wanted object may not be secured and the payment of the

price eluded. But he is lost in spite of himself. As his

days become less, wonderfully dramatic is his gradually in-

creasing realization of the nearness of his end. The allegory

is impressive and is presented with dexterity and vividness.

Side by side with its philosophical teaching, this book gives

a graphic picture of one side of the author's restless, feverish

youth. The bitter melancholy aspect of things reigns almost

exclusively.

Part of the value of this book lies where much of the

charm of Balzac's work is wont to lie — on the wiadom and

thoughtfulness of the single sentence. Here is a capacity for

pointed or profound reflection and a great judgment upon life.

In "Le Peau de Chagrin" are exaggerations, but in almost every

epigram is encrusted and preserved some measure of truth. Here





Baizac handles the introduction of the supernatural in a dex-

terous way, and with a tragic purpose. The book discloses

a variety of power. Its reflections, its criticisms of life,

its scenes of audacity or of turbulence, of simplicity or of

restraint, together with the spirit of the book and the essential

fineness of its allegory, secure for it a place which will last

forever.

The novel "Eugenie Grandet" is a masterpiece, immortalised

by the vivid vitality of Old Grandet, the type of modern miser

who enjoys universal respect and adminat ion, his fortune being

to some people in his province, the object of patriotic pride.

Eugenie, his daughter, is one of Balzac's few good women; a girl

of singular simplicity, goodness, and a generous devotion.

She has the divine capacity of abnegation, suavity, and attrac-

tiveness. She is sound in the depths.

Balzac knew something of love, but he knew nothing of

paternity. Yet of all pass ions, the one which he has described

with the very fullest power is that passion of self-sacrifice

which made Pere Goriot the slave, the everprotect ing genius of

his child. Few writers have been greater in the exhilaration

of the moral qualities; no one has been more careful that they

should, be presented with dignity. Pere Goriot 1 s devotion to

his daughter, a moral quality, was carried to excess. He is

an ill-balanced, poorly educated soul, lovable yet faulty. He

is ennobled at all events by the profundity of his affection.
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"Les Chouans" ia not a masterpiece, but it aervea his-

torically to intereat ua in the resurrection of a historic

epoch. Here we have an expreaaive and representative pic-

ture of the charactera, the colors, and. eapecially the atmos-

phere of that time. Balzac's moveis are not history, nor

hiatoric novels, but they have a aignif icance, a value, a

hiatorical bearing, and hia geography ia a true one of France,

To repreaent mankind aa he saw it, to classify human

beings, and tc be a historian of the nineteenth century, Bal-

zac tells ua are his objects in writing. He had a great power

of creating type, a fair imagination, a versatility, and an

extraordinary impartiality. He pictures his hero's agony at

not having a penny with which to pay his car-fare with aa much

graphic intensity as he tells of the same young gentleman's

despair at the indifference of his "beloved". Up to his time,

novels gave a false representation of life. Humanity in general

is occupied with other things than love, which heretofore had

been the only preoccupation of the hero. Love will always have

it a place, but other things will alter it a courae at times.

And now we turn to another phase of Balzac's works — the

moral side. Here the question arises: Has the novel the right

to paint life in its entirety; — should it tell the truth,

pleasant or otherwise? Balzac has been severely criticized

for immorality in his booka. This ia due to the fact that he

haa depicted life in general, good, bad, indifferent, and there
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is almost as much evil in society as there is good. People

do not criticize the tragedies of Sophocles or Aeschylus,

which portrayed life in one of its worst aspects. Yet they

do find fault with true and unsoftened accounts of contemporary

life. Balzac holds that the novel, as a description and

representation of contemporary life, is on an equal with his-

tory itself. This representation of life has "been the proper

and only object of the novel since his time,— its "raiscn d'etre."

Each author has his conception of art. So this so-called im-

morality of Balzac may have been art from his point of view.

An author cannot be partial in the treatment of his charac-

ters any more than a naturalist can pick out the noble parts of

an animal or plant, and ignore the ignoble parts. Each has its

function, and therefore a right to be recognized. So a novelist

cannot choose between his characters. For the sincerity of

observation and the truth of the representation exact impartiality

on the part of the painter or observer. All beings, as objects

of obejervat ion, are equal before art.

Balzac believed in purity, in devotion, and in unselfishness,

though he did not think that these qualities are triumphant on

earth. In his pessimistic view of life, virtue generally suf-

fered, and had no power against vice; but he knew that virtue

existed, and he believed in a future where wrongs would be

righted.

The author's violent expressions, his heaped-up images,

the ardor of his style, proclaim an excess of suffering, of ef-

fort and of genius, the like of which never existed. If
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he did not possess the gifts of style which make great writers,

if he is inferior to his contemporaries in the art of construct-

ing his pharses, he has, over all, this superiority which is the

father of the modern novel.

The philosophy displayed in Balzac's novels is interesting.

He had ideas on everything. The causes and consequences of

each faculty and each passion; the effects on character of each

condition and of each profession; the making or undermining of

fortune; the many truths relative to men which make up life's

experiences; — all this in his works. This abundance of

thought is what makes his characters great, and their words

worthy of meditation. Each one appears with a mass of reflec-

tions accumulated during a long life; and all these masses, con-

trasting and interrelated, constitute in their union and their

contrast the encyclopedia of the social world. Balzac believes

that the passions and self-interest are the forces that guide

the world. Man's instinct is to sustain and defend himself

first of all. Therefore he regards society as a conflict of

egotisms; he fashions his men of genius out of criminals, and

in laying down the theory of vice, he makes it unconsciously in-

teresting and excusable. He not only observes life, he under-

stands it; he is the philosopher of humanity.

Taine says; "With Shakespeare and Saint-Simon, Balzac is

the greatest store-house of documents on human nature that we

possess." Let us then compare Shakespeare with our author.

Shakespeare has found more striking words, more extravagant
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aeeds, more despairing cries; he has more enthusiasm, more mad-

ness, more fire; his genius is more natural, more abandoned,

more violent; he makes us see by sudden illuminations the farthest

reach of things, like lightning flashes, which reveal and light

up with flame the whole horizon.

Balzac slowly lights and stirs his fire; we partake of his

painful labors in preparing by scientific means, thousands of

lanterns which he arranges so that their intermingled and united

rays light up the whole country. The spectator sees less sud-

denly, less easily, less splendidly with Balzac than with Shake-

speare, but he sees the same things on as large a plane.

Balzac's influence was felt far more after his death than

during his life-time. Before him, the art of the theater

was one in which the triumph was to accumulate difficulties to

have the glory of getting out of them, — simply a means of enter-

tainment. Balzac ruined this conception of the dramatic art.

He began to imitate life more closely. As a result, his form

of novel has dominated French novelists for the last forty year3,

as Holier e*3 form of comedy has imposed itself upon the dramatic

authors. Personal novels, stories of adventure, satiric novels,

will always be written, but the proper and particular object of

the novel will be to paint life as it is modified in its develop-

ments, as Balzac has shown us.

Victor Hugo became greatly indebted to Balzac. These two

authors resembled each other in genius, in the power of their

imagination, in their taste for complicated intrigues. When

Hugo wrote "Les Miserables", he evidently had Balzac 1 s
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"La Comedie Humaine" in mind. If Balzac is a romantic

realist, the author of "Les 1/Iiserables" is it likewise, for

both "Les Mise'rables" and "La Conie'die Humaine" are histories

of French life, during the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury. The style of the two writers is not the same, "but the

substance in "Les Mis ables" is a resume of "La Conie'die

Humaine". Although these two works have so much in common,

yet the loftier, more sublime elements which are lacking in

Balzac's masterpiece are found in that of Hugo. Hugo owes

much to Balzac; at the same time he far surpasses him,

Dumas fils and Eraile Augier found abundant material in

Balzac's novels, but pointed out many "ebauches". Their art

is more keen, more alert, mere spiritual, but with perhaps less

force and amplitude.

The art of Alphonse Daudet and others who came after Balzac

was in a sense a reaction against Balzac or against romanticism

to which he belonged. Daudet has brought forth the tears that

"La Comedie Humaine" never started. On the whole it is almost

as difficult to like Balzac as not to admire him.

So Balzac will live in the novel, not only in France, but

everywhere. When we tire of reading him, we tire of the novel

itself. There seems to be no influence more active than that

of Balzac to-day, none more actual, none which can, by reason of

its universal character, live longer. It is evident that Bal-

zac, whatever he may have 'done, or whatever has been said of

him, knew the language as well as anyone; only he used it after

his own fashion. Leslie Stephen says: "He exacts more at-
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tent ion than many novel readers are inclined to give. He

is often repulsive, and not infrequently dull. There are

greater novelists than Balzac, but in the one quality of in-

tense realization of actors and scenery, he is unique."

He was a simple observer of the human race, and the world

will never cease to owe him a debt of gratitude and to rank

him among her greatest novelists.
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